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Abstract—We present a fast object recognition system coding
shape by viewpoint invariant geometric relations and appearance
information. In our advanced industrial work-cell, the system
can observe the work space of the robot by three pairs of Kinect
and stereo cameras allowing for reliable and complete object
information. From these sensors, we derive global viewpoint
invariant shape features and robust color features making use of
color normalization techniques.
We show that in such a set-up, our system can achieve high
performance already with a very low number of training samples,
which is crucial for user acceptance and that the use of multiple
views is crucial for performance. This indicates that our approach
can be used in controlled but realistic industrial contexts that
require—besides high reliability—fast processing and an intuitive
and easy use at the end-user side.
I. INTRODUCTION
The task of object recognition in an industrial assembly set-
up (as shown e.g., in Fig. 1) is fundamentally different from
the ’general object recognition problem’ from 2D images as
addressed, for instance, in the Pascal Challenge [1]. It also
differs largely from object recognition problems posed by 3D
datasets such as [2], which have been in particular recently
discussed with the availability of cheap RGBD sensors, such
as the Kinect camera1. The main difference for an industrial
set-up is that the sensors and the number thereof can be
chosen freely as well as the fact that illumination can be
controlled to a large degree by the light sources on the
platform or alternatively, that color can be calibrated by color
normalization techniques. A particular challenge is that the
goal of performing large sequences of actions in assembly
processes requires very reliable and also fast object recognition
and localization as well as intuitive use at the end-user side.
In this paper, we address the task of object recognition in
a well-controlled scenario assuming objects occurring only
in the rather restricted work space of the robot as shown
in Fig. 1b. The set-up resembles an ’intelligent work-cell’
in an advanced production scenario. The task at hand is to
determine the presence of objects in the working space covered
by three pairs of Kinect and stereo cameras. In contrast to the
object recognition problem addressed by standard databases
operating on 2D images or 3D depth information extracted
1http://www.xbox.com/kinect
from individual views, in our set-up we can operate on rather
complete 3D data computed by three different views arranged
in a triangle (see Fig. 1a). Our method is then supposed to be
used to trigger other mechanisms such as pose estimation or
manipulation actions (e.g., grasping, peg-in-hole, or screwing
actions) as well as monitoring such processes in the context
of complex assembly operations (see, e.g., [3]).
In this paper, 3D texlets (see Sect. III-D) serve as ba-
sic visual representations of objects. These texlets are ac-
quired by two different sensors—stereo and Kinect cameras—
simultaneously. From these, viewpoint invariant representa-
tions based on appearance and geometric relations are com-
puted. The use of 3D information is attractive since it allows
us to extract viewpoint invariant features in terms of geometric
relations (such as distance or angle) between 3D entities. The
fact that we operate in a limited and controlled workspace
leads to reliable 3D shape and appearance information. In
our representations, both aspects—shape and color—are repre-
sented separately, allowing us to investigate their relative im-
portance. This space of feature relations (in the following also
called ‘relational space’) can be expressed in (potentially high-
dimensional) histograms providing unique and interpretable
descriptors for specific objects (e.g., the distance between
two parallel surfaces, see Subsect. III) which, besides being
viewpoint invariant, is also rather specific for a certain object.
As we will show in this paper, this is useful for efficient
learning because a relatively few object recordings are required
to learn representations for reliable object recognition.
As a classification algorithm, multi-class Random Forest
[4], [5] is applied in this paper. Random Forests (RFs) have
been found to be efficient because they combine the simplicity
of decision trees with the stability of voting methods The
algorithm is trained with a set of real objects represented by a
combination of their relations and appearance histograms (see
Sect. III).
The main achievements of our work can be summarized as
follows:
• we demonstrate the potential of applying 3D viewpoint
invariant relations by achieving high-performance clas-
sification with very few training samples. The remain-
ing misclassifications are caused mainly by object pairs
with very fine shape and color differences. For these
objects, the sensor resolution simply does not allow for
the required precision for coding the shape and color
differences.
• we can achieve a significant improvement in performance
by using multiple cameras comparing to single—or even
two—cameras. This is due to the fact that significant
aspects of objects are expressed in our representation by
relations, which only manifest themselves with a rather
complete 3D representation only achievable by means of
three views from different perspectives.
• we show that our approach, when applied to Kinect sensor
data, has a much better performance in comparison with
the sensor data extracted by standard stereo cameras.
• we show that, even under varying illumination conditions,
it is possible to derive strong appearance features from
color information when a color normalization step prior
to the classification is performed.
• we show that the combination of color and shape in-
formation leads to higher recognition results, hence both
features are complementary.
• we show how our approach can be used as a trigger for
pose estimation and by that complex scene description in
terms of object identity and object pose can be computed.
This work is based on a representation introduced in a
conference paper [6]. In this journal paper, we however go sig-
nificantly beyond the work in [6] in multiple respects. First, we
apply our approach to a larger and significantly more difficult
object set 2. Second, we investigate the representation in terms
of two crucial parameters connected to binning and smoothing.
Third, we investigate the effect of color normalization. Fourth,
instead of using only 1D and 2D histograms, we also make use
of higher dimensional representations and finally we combine
our representation with a pose estimation step allowing for
a complete description of complex scenes in terms of object
identity and pose.
This paper is organized as follows: Sect. II discusses the
state of the art. Sect. III describes in details the object
recognition system introduced in this paper. In Sect. IV,
we present a benchmark dataset, describe the experiments
performed on the system and show the results. Sect. V presents
an application scenario in which the object recognition system
is used to trigger a pose estimation task and by that allow for
the interpretation of complex scenes. Finally, a conclusion is
given in Sect. VI
II. STATE OF THE ART
We first discuss the state of the art of the general problem
of object recognition and then we focus on this problem in an
industrial context.
Object recognition and classification learning: The problem
of object recognition and classification has been intensively
studied over the last decades. The annual Pascal challenges
2This data set is available at http://caro.sdu.dk/sdu-dataset (we will make
it available by the final submission of this manuscript)
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Fig. 1. The set-up. (a) overview of the set-up showing the robot arms and the
camera pairs. The close-up view shows one pair of stereo and Kinect (with a
vibration-inducing motor attached to it). (b) a top-view sketch for the set-up
depicting the workspace.
(see, e.g., [1], [7]) promote rigorous evaluation and compar-
ison of object recognition algorithms. Although significant
successes have been reported, criticism has been raised that the
typical visual class recognition may learn pose and context-
specific features rather than the object itself. In that context,
notably Nicolas Pinto and colleagues showed that a simple
model of the V1 cortical area of the human brain could
perform well on a typical natural image benchmark [8]. Also,
the generalization of classifiers or detectors learned on a
specific dataset to another, called domain adaptation, remains
a challenge [9]. In contrast to those works, this article is not
concerned with the detection and recognition of objects ”in
the wild”, but rather with the reliable and fast recognition of
objects in a specific industrial set-up, for which we however
cannot assume consistency in context. Also the number of
training examples is supposed to be kept very low since the
requirement of recording a large training set would increase
the complexity of the application of such a system at the end-
user side.
Classification is typically done in two steps, feature extrac-
tion and classification, where the first step extracts or learns
a set of features or parts to describe the objects’ training
samples and a second step which associate an object class
to a new unseen object sample. The features used typically
describe local image patches, often chosen for robustness to
affine transformation, e.g., SIFT [10]. Alternatively, feature
descriptors based on relative shape information, called ‘shape
context’ were proposed by Belongie et al. [11]. The shape
context of a point encodes the relative distribution of other
points on the shape. It has been used as such to perform
point-to-point matching in 2D. In [12], the shape context was
extended to 3D and defined for a local neighborhood.
After feature extraction, classification can be done in
two ways: the first class of methods effectively performs
image retrieval and is based on nearest-neighbor matching
(e.g., [10]); the second makes use of discriminative classi-
fication algorithms (such as Support Vector Machines [13] or
Boosting [14]). Generally, discriminative approaches lead to
higher classification performance, but can suffer from poor
generalization when using weak visual features or when the
variety of the training data is too limited.
Recently, hierarchical approaches such as convolutional
networks have shown high performance (at the price of a
significant computational cost) on such large dataset as Im-
ageNet [15]. Interestingly, it was shown that the hierarchies
learned on this dataset could then perform well when applied
on a different dataset [16], offering some hope for solving
the domain adaptation problem. It is worth noting that these
results are based on very large training data and obtained at
a significant computational cost. Both the computation time
and the necessity to create large training data cause significant
hurdles for the application of such systems in an industrial
context.
The approach used in this work differs in particular in two
aspects from the approaches to object recognition discussed
above: First, the system is based on a multi-view set-up that
is specific to an industrial scenario, aiming at high level
recognition performance; Second, this set-up allows us to
develop a feature describing the objects’ 3D-shape in a pose-
invariant fashion allowing the robust use of discriminative
classification methods. As a consequence, a small amount of
training data is required to achieve good performance.
Object recognition in industrial setup: Object recognition
has been used in industrial production set-ups mainly for
the identification of a small set of objects (mostly less than
five objects) and is in general used as a prior step for pose
estimation. Such approaches are nowadays part of standard
vision softwares such as Cognex3, Scorpion Vision4 and
Matrox5. These systems mostly provide 2D approaches. This
3http://www.cognex.com
4http://scorpionvision.co.uk
5http://www.matrox.com
necessarily leads to a larger complexity in using these systems,
since the projective map need to be accounted for in the set-
up of cameras. This requires covering all possible viewpoint
and appearance changes by the training set as well as handling
quite a number of parameters in the software that need to be
adapted. Recently, also approaches using 3D data have evolved
[17], but such approaches have not, to our knowledge, been
used on industrial vision systems for object recognition tasks.
Although vision gradually enters production units, state-
ments from end-users and even robot integrators such as
”vision does not work” are not uncommon. Such statements
are usually caused by the fact that the use of the applied
vision software requires at least some expert knowledge about
the involved visual processes and the camera geometry. As
argued above, the use of 3D vision approaches—as done in
our work—can facilitate the application of vision algorithms
in industrial scenarios by reducing the complexity introduced
by viewpoint changes caused by the projective map, or in other
words, by allowing the end-user to operate in the more intuitive
Euclidean space.
Another advantage in an industrial context compared to the
general object recognition problem discussed above is that the
actual camera set-up can be freely chosen. This opens the
possibility to increase robustness by using multiple cameras.
In addition, due to relatively short distances between camera
and object, 3D sensors such as Kinect like cameras can be
used. The novelty of our approach lies in the explicit use of
multiple simultaneously recorded views, utilizing viewpoint
invariant relations that can only be generated based on the
combination of all three views.
Another aspect of our approach is that due to the pose in-
variant representation only few training examples are required
to achieve a high recognition performance. This facilitates the
often quite sophisticated training that is in general required
for view based systems (see, e.g., [2]).
In section IV-D, we will show that we can achieve with very
few training samples high object recognition performance in a
controlled—but, from a point of view of industrial production,
realistic—environment for a recognition task which is much
harder than it usually occurs in an industrial setting. This
allows systems to perform object recognition for assembly
processes with some complexity in an industrial context based
on visual information.
III. OBJECT INSTANCE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
In this section, we describe in details the components of the
object recognition system introduced in this article.
A. System overview
Fig. 2 shows the system components. The system operates
on the robot platform described in Subsect. III-B in which
three views are captured by three sensors (Kinect or stereo).
For a single view, the process starts with applying colorimetric
camera calibration on images as explained in Subsect. III-C.
This is followed by scene preprocessing for table removal
and object segmentation. The table removal is applied using a
Fig. 2. Object instance recognition: block diagram of the different compo-
nents. The three layers on top shows the components that process the sensory
data from each single camera. The lower components are the ones process the
3D combined data where the relational representation of objects is obtained to
form the object signature, which is then passed to the supervised classification
algorithm.
RANSAC-based plane detection whereas the segmentation is
performed using 3D Euclidean clustering. All this is performed
in the 3D point cloud data using PCL library [18].
For a segmented object, the 3D texlets features described in
Subsect. III-D are then extracted forming a single 3D view of
the object. Using the relative camera transformations, which
are estimated through external camera calibration, the three
views are combined in the 3D space. These combined features
form the 3D representation of objects from which the relational
representation is computed.
The relational representation is a pose-invariant object de-
scription obtained by computing shape and color relations
from pairs of 3D features, see Subsect. III-E for details.
The different relations are then binned in multi-dimension
(ND) histograms to form the object signature (Subsect. III-F).
Optionally, histograms are processed by means of spatial
filtering for noise reduction (Subsect. III-G). The resulting
object signature is finally passed to a classifier; Random Forest
(Subsect. III-H) is used here. During the training phase, which
is performed in a supervised manner, a classification model of
decision trees is created from the training data. The model is
used to predict the object ID (with an associated conference
value) during execution (i.e., prediction phase).
B. Multi-view sensors (set-up)
The environment in which we want to solve the object
recognition task is a robot work-cell (which can be used
e.g., in industrial assembly processes as in [19]). Fig. 1a
shows an overview of the set-up and camera pairs in use. The
work-cell consists of two robot arms performing manipulation
tasks with a variety of objects. Three pairs of Kinect and
stereo cameras are mounted in a close to equilateral triangular
configuration. By combining the three views of this set-up,
we obtain a complete (except for the surface in contact with
table) representation of the objects’ 3D shape. Note that a
vibration-inducing motor is attached to each Kinect to reduce
the interference effects occurring when multiple Kinects with
overlapping views are simultaneously used [20].
Fig. 1b is a sketch (plan view) of the set-up, showing
the field of view of each camera and the area of reach
of the main robot arm. The yellow-shaded area depicts the
workspace in which our system operates. The workspace is
defined by the intersection of the three fields of view and
the area of reach. The requirement that all cameras cover
the area is strictly limiting the usable workspace. On the
other hand, for complicated manipulation tasks, such as the
ones this set-up is intended for, high performance of object
recognition and pose estimation is needed. In this paper,
we show that having multiple views enhances performance
significantly by providing a complete 3D representation, which
allows for encoding a rich set of relations unavailable from
single views (e.g., opposite surfaces). Furthermore, such a
multi-view approach also increases the system’s robustness
against occlusion.
C. Colorimetric camera calibration
One way to increase color robustness is to apply col-
orimetric camera calibration (see Fig. 3). By doing so, we
minimize two effects causing instability of color features. First,
the variation in illumination due to having different lighting
conditions. The second effect is the variation in the color
representation that may occur due to different sensors. On
the system level, this process leads to a more robust object
instance recognition based on color (see Sect. IV-C).
Essentially, the process involves reading reference color
values obtained from the image and do the correction based
on their true values. These reference colors are presented in
a color checker6 lying within the sensor’s field of view. The
color checker contains 24 color patches representing natural
and gray-scale colors, which was first introduced by [21].
The method implemented here consists of two steps [22]:
color normalization and color transformation. The normaliza-
tion step is applied to make sure that intensity values of the
image falls within [m, 255−m]. Note that m, which is set to
10, is a margin added to the standard image range of [0, 255]
to lower the risk of exceeding that range after performing the
color transformation.
From the original image I , the normalized image In is
obtained by:
In = s ∗ I + t (1)
where s = (256− 2m)/(wo − bo) and t = m− bo, which are
scaling and translation factors. wo and bo are the gray-scale
values (averaged RGB values) of the reference white and black
colors, which are also given by the color checker.
The next step is the color transformation by which the color-
calibrated image Ic is obtained:
Ic = M ∗ In (2)
M is a 3x3 matrix calculated as the least-square solution of
the transformation of the 24 reference color values (in RGB
space) relative to their ground truth values.
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Fig. 3. Colorimetric camera calibration under varying lighting conditions.
Object samples (images from one of the Kinect sensors) and their correspond-
ing 2D histogram of hue and saturation are shown for: (a) before applying the
calibration and (b) after. The x-rite color checker used to get reference color
values is shown at the bottom of each image. This figure should be viewed
in color.
D. 3D Texlets
As visual descriptors of objects, 3D texlets are extracted
from both stereo and Kinect sensors. Fig. 4 shows the extrac-
tion process. 3D texlets (the top level in the figure) represent
small, flat local surface patches in the Euclidean space. A
3D texlet is constructed by fitting a plane to a cloud of 3D
points surrounding the 3D position that corresponds to the 2D
position of a 2D texlet, which is a primitive feature extracted
through local filtering of images [23]. The 3D reconstruction
is performed using the depth image for Kinect and the dense
disparity map (OpenCV implementation of the semi-global
block matching algorithm [24]) for the stereo cameras. In
the following, we provide a brief description of 3D texlets
attributes used in this paper—for full description, the reader
is referred to [23].
We define as T the space of all texlets and the 3D texlet,
ΠTi ∈ T , is formalized as:
ΠTi = (pi,ni, ci) (3)
where the index i is used to identify the texlet ΠTi , pi is
the texlet’s 3D position and ni its orientation (given by the
normal vector). In addition to the above geometric attributes,
the 3D texlets also encode color information in RGB format:
ci = (ri, gi, bi). When operated in GPU, 3D texlets extraction
with Kinect can be achieved with approximately 5 Hz [23].
6We use the standard x-rite color checker, see http://xritephoto.com/
Fig. 4. The hierarchical representation of the texlets. Example images from
Kinect and stereo cameras are shown at the bottom. In the middle, 2D texlets
are extracted after filtering operations. On top are the extracted 3D texlets
from different cameras. This figure is best viewed in color.
E. Relations
The 3D texlets introduced in the previous section provide
an absolute features (relative to an external reference frame)
of objects in the 3D space. One limitation when representing
shapes, with e.g., bags of features [13], is that this represen-
tation may vary drastically depending on viewpoint. For this
reason, we propose to represent objects’ shapes as distributions
of relations between features, that are intrinsically pose-
invariant. Pose-invariance is necessary for efficient learning
of object classes.
Shape relations are similar to the 3D shape context intro-
duced as local descriptors by [12], however, they are used here
as global descriptors of objects. Having combined multiple 3D
views of objects allows the global descriptors to be robust and
rich representations for fast learning. We also use the term
color relations to refer to color descriptors, which provide a
more robust appearance descriptors compared to the absolute
color. This section gives a detailed description of how the
different relations are computed.
To describe an object, we compute a set of relations from
all pairs of texlets in the object. Formally, a pairwise relation
Rk between texlets is defined as:
Rk : T × T −→ R (4)
Hence, a shape described by a set of N texlets S =
{ΠT1 ,ΠT2 , . . . ,ΠTN} will then be described by N × (N − 1)
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Fig. 5. Texlet’s shape relations. (a) definition of shape relations between texlet
ΠTi and texlet Π
T
j ; Euclidean distance Rd(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ), angle Ra(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j )
and normal distance Rnd(ΠTi ,Π
T
j ). (b) example of an object and its extracted
texlets as seen from different views (c) shape relation histograms of all pairs
of texlets extracted from object shown in (b), 1D histograms on top and 2D
histograms at the bottom.
values for a given relation. For convenience, we will note the
set of those values as Rk(S) ∈ RN×(N−1), where
Rk(S) =
{
Rx(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ) : i, j ∈ [1, N ], i 6= j
}
(5)
and Rx(ΠTi ,Π
T
j ) is the inter-texlet relation between Π
T
i and
ΠTj .
One important aspect is that the relation transforms an
absolute pose-dependent representation in S into a relative
pose-independent one inRk. For instance, the distance relation
Rd transforms texlets’ positions into inter-texlet distances.
Because this kind of relations involves pairs of texlets, we
refer to it as ’second-order’ relations.
In the following, we describe all the texlets relations used
in this paper.
Shape relations
The first class of relations that we will consider are Shape
relations, which are defined to encode the objects’ geometric
information. This section introduces three shape relations used
in this paper. Later, we will investigate which and how to
combine those relations for best performance (see Sect. IV-C).
It is important to note that for instance recognition, our
shape representation should be scale-variant, i.e., object size
matters and shall be encoded. Additionally, to characterize the
different shape variations, we need to encode the deviation in
orientation, i.e., curvature in a global context. Therefore, our
set of relations shall address those two aspects. In this paper,
we introduce the following relations (illustrated in Fig. 5a):
Angle relation: It is defined as the angle between the two
texlets’ normals.
Ra(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ) = ](ni,nj) ∈ [0◦, 180◦]
The angle relation is important to describe the shape variations.
For instance, a flat surface will be dominated by 0◦ angle
relations, whereas a sphere will have a set of relations that are
uniformly distributed within the range (0◦, 180◦].
Distance relation: It is defined as the Euclidean distance
between two texlets in the 3D space.
Rd(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ) = ||pi − pj ||
The distance relation describes how texlets are distributed
relative to each other. Note that, we don’t apply scale nor-
malization to keep the size encoded.
Normal distance relation: The normal distance relation is
defined by:
Rnd(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ) = min
(
Rndi(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ), Rndj (Π
T
i ,Π
T
j )
)
where
Rndi(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ) = (pj − pi) · ni
and
Rndj (Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ) = (pi − pj) · nj
For an object with two parallel surfaces, the normal distance
describes the distance between those surfaces, and therefore,
explicitly encodes the object’s dimensions. Additionally, this
relation encodes whether two surfaces are pointing inward
(toward each other) or outward; specifically, positive value for
inward distance and negative value for outward. This allows
for explicit characterization of certain object properties such
as openness and closeness (see Subsect. III-F).
Note that, the two requirements of describing the geometric
variation and being scale-variance can be well-fulfilled by
combining the angle relation with either the Euclidean distance
relation or the normal distance relations.
Color relations
The second class of relation describe the object’s appearance
using color. The color relations are computed from color
channels of HSV and CIELAB (or Lab) spaces. Those two
spaces are commonly used for color indexing [25] because
they provide a color coding that is more stable under changing
lighting conditions than RGB . They both separate the lighting
information, luma, from the color information, chroma. More
specifically, in HSV, the chroma is represented by the Hue (H)
and the Saturation (S) whereas the luma is represented by the
value (V ). In CIELAB, the luma is the lighting (L) component
and the chroma is the a and b components. This allows for the
presentation of color with two values, when luma is undesired.
The inter-texlet relation of a certain color channel, c, is
computed as:
Rc(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ) =
〈
c(ΠTi ), c(Π
T
j )
〉
where < x > denote the average of x. Using the average
as color relation maintains the distinctiveness of color as a
feature for objects with uniform colors whereas the difference
of colors as used in, e.g., [26], would be close to zero. That
would mean that homogeneously colored objects of different
colors would not be distinguishable. Furthermore, averaging
smooths out the noise and hence enhances the color robustness.
In practice, experiments on our dataset showed that recognition
performance was reduced by nearly 50% when using color
difference rather than color average.
For the three color channels of HSV space, the average inter-
texlet relations are referred to as Rh(ΠTi ,Π
T
j ), Rs(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j )
and Rv(ΠTi ,Π
T
j ). For CIELAB, they are Rl(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ),
Ra(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ) and Rb(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ).
The transformation from the RGB space, which is the
default space in 3D texlets, is implemented using the standard
formulae7. Note that sRGB is the RGB standard used by the
sensors, hence, the sRGB corresponding white point reference
is used to convert to CIELAB space.
F. Multi-dimensional histograms
In the previous section, we introduced a set of relations
between texlets. Although individual texlets carry implicit
information about objects’ shape and appearance, overall
statistics over different relations between texlets forming an
object do provide pose-invariant and rich description of the
objects. This statistical representation is implemented by bin-
ning relations in multi-dimensional histograms, which model
their distributions as fixed-sized vectors.
For instance, angle and distance relations are mapped into a
2D histogram and color relations formed from the three color
channels are mapped into a 3D histogram. In the following,
we will show that such a representation of objects is naturally
pose-invariant.
For a set of D relations, denoted as V = {Rx1, ..,RxD},
the D-dimensional histogram is defined as:
H(V, b) = {h1(V ), ..., hbD (V )} (6)
where b is the number of bins that is, for simplicity, kept
constant along all dimensions (relations) and hi(V ) is the
number of relations that fall jointly within the boundary of
the ith bin. This means that the total number of the bins
in this multi-dimensional histogram (i.e., the size of the
corresponding feature vector) is equal to bD. The optimal value
of b is experimentally determined for all kind of relations in
different ways of grouping (see Sect. IV-C). All bins of the
multi-dimensional histograms can then be used as a fixed size
feature vector, f , describing the object’s shape and appearance.
7See e.g.,http://brucelindbloom.com
Fig. 6 shows 2D histograms for different objects. In this
figure (a) and (b) represent the same box with two different
poses and appearances; (c) is a similar box, but with an empty
cavity in the front side; and (d) is a cylindrical box. First,
note that the shape histograms in (a) and (b) are very similar,
despite the object being in a different pose. This demonstrates
the invariance of the relation statistics as a feature descriptor.
For those two objects, the 2D histograms of shape (on the left)
illustrate characteristics of the object’s shape: the peak visible
for normal distance of zero and angle of zero encodes all
coplanar texlets. Then, two peaks are visible for angle of 180
degrees and normal distance of -150 and -270 that correspond
to the parallel sides of the box. Finally, the area around 90
degrees correspond to orthogonal surfaces.
Second, in (c) we can see the representation for an open
box. In this case, the color histogram (right) is similar to (b),
but it also shows additional peaks for the inside color. In the
shape histogram, we also see additional peaks illustrating the
parallel surfaces from the inside and outside of the box. For
the cylindric object in (d), the shape histogram as well the
appearance histogram are significantly different from the rest.
In summary, the above examples demonstrates three charac-
teristics of the shape relations: pose-invariance, distinctiveness
and interpretability.
G. Histogram processing
In previous sections, we showed how histograms of relations
provide a rich description of objects. In such a high level
representation, reducing noise will enhance recognition. The
noise is a result of error propagated from lower processes
such as 3D reconstruction, relative camera calibration, texlet
sampling, uncompensated variation in color, and histogram
binning.
We use Gaussian smoothing filter to perform noise reduc-
tion by convolving the histogram with a Gaussian (normal
distribution) function. Gaussian filter is a low-pass filter that
reduces the noise and only attenuates the high-frequency
components because it does not have a sharp cut-off frequency.
The filter is widely used in image processing applications
(e.g., Canny edge detector [27]) where the information is
contained in the high-frequency components. This also applies
to our histograms – shape and color information are high-
frequency. Let H´(V, b) be the histogram after smoothing,
which is computed by:
H´(V, b) = H(V, b) ∗K(σ) (7)
where K(σ) is a D-dimensional Gaussian kernel and σ is
its standard deviation, which will be chosen empirically in
Sect. IV-C. In implementation, we make use of the separability
property of the Gaussian kernel. Therefore, the D-dimensional
convolution is performed by a series of D consecutive convo-
lutions using 1D kernel. The kernel size is determined using
the 3-sigma rule (k = 10/3(2σ − 1) ), which implies that the
kernel covers 99.7% of the Gaussian function.
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Fig. 6. Four different scene configurations and corresponding histograms. The histogram blocks for each scene consists of the following components: (top
row, left) 2D histogram of angle Ra(ΠTi ,Π
T
j ) and normal distance Rnd(Π
T
i ,Π
T
j ) for all possible pairs of texlets. (top row, right) 2D appearance histogram
representing the hue (H) and the saturation color information. (bottom row, right) overview of the object in the scene. (bottom row, left) the extracted 3D
texlets of the object.
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Fig. 7. Histogram filtering. (a) the original histogram (b) the histogram after
filtering with σ = 2.
H. Classification (Random forests)
The quality and invariance properties of the histogram rep-
resentation presented in the previous section makes it attractive
for the purpose of object recognition. Supervised classification
is a field that is well explored in machine learning (e.g.,
[28], [29]). In this work, we make use of Random Forest
classification [4], [5]. The reasons for this choice are multiple:
first, RF can be trained efficiently and are very fast at clas-
sification time, even for large input dimensions; second, RF
are intrinsically multi-class allowing for an efficient learning
in contrast to 1 vs. all approaches; third, RF have shown to
reach very high level of performance on a variety of tasks
(notably [30], [31]); finally, RFs effectively perform a form
of dimension selection and which makes the resulting models
interpretable.
Random forests learn a collection of randomized decision
trees from different random subsets of the available training
data, in a manner similar to Bagging [32].
Formally, if we consider a dataset D = (fj , yj)j∈[1..|D|],
where fj is an observation represented by the feature vector
f presented in Subsect. III-F and yj ∈ [1..C] is a class
label and |D| denotes the number of samples in D, then we
draw M random subsets Di ⊂ D, ∀i ∈ [1..M ] from the
data (M = 100 here) and train a population of M decision
trees P = Ti,i∈[1..M ] such that Ti is trained from the subset
Di. Typically, the subsets Di are drawn randomly such that
|Di| = γ|D| (we used a common value of γ = 0.5).
From each subset Di, we train a Randomized Classification
Tree (RCT). RCT are binary trees, where each node n splits the
input space (and thereby the dataset such that Dl∪Dr = Dn)
recursively in order to maximize class purity in all partitions
and sending the samples that fall on each side of the partition
to each child node. The recursion stops when a node receives
too few samples to split (|Dn| < 5 here) or reaches a
maximum depth (depth(n) > 10 here)—such nodes are called
leaf nodes and label the corresponding region according to the
majority label in the available samples.
The split operation is traditionally done along a hyperplane,
by applying a threshold operation to one input dimension.
The randomization of the decision trees is done by selecting
randomly a subset of input dimensions (computed to be
the first integer less than log2|f | + 1, [5]) for each non-
leaf node and optimizing amongst those the dimension and
threshold defining the split which minimizes all partitions’
class impurity, using the so–called Gini coefficient G(Dn):
G(Dn) = 1−
C∑
k=1
|Dn|∑
j=1
Ik(yj)
|Dn|
2 , (8)
where Ik(yj) is an indicator function that returns 1 if yj = k
and 0 otherwise.
Finally, the RF prediction P (f) for an input vector is
obtained by calculating the class with the largest amount of
votes amongst all RCTs Ti, i.e.,:
P (f) = arg max
k∈[1..C]
∑
i∈[1..M ]
Ik(Ti(f)) (9)
hlwhereas the associated confidence is computed as the ratio
of the number of votes (of the predicted class) to the number
of RCTs.
The hierarchical greedy search for splits allows for a high
performance classification, while the randomization and re-
dundancy provided by the bagging reduces the model’s over-
fitting, increasing generalization and robustness.
IV. DATASET AND EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the benchmark dataset and the
different experiments performed to evaluate the system. First,
the multi-view object dataset is introduced in Subsect. IV-A.
This is followed by describing how the experiments are set up
in Subsect. IV-B. In Subsect. IV-C, we investigate how to form
the optimal description of an object by separately considering
the color and shape representations. Using multiple camera
views versus single view is compared in Subsect. IV-D. In
Subsect. IV-E, we show the performance obtained through
Kinect data in comparison with stereo data. In Subsect. IV-F,
we do error analysis by discussing the cases in which the
system performs relatively low.
A. Multi-view object dataset
To benchmark our system, a dataset of 100 objects was
created8(see Fig. 8). The selection of objects cover a wide
range including industrial and household objects, some of
them taken from the KIT dataset [33]. The dataset contains
RGBD and stereo images from the three Kinects and stereo
pairs presented in Subsect. III-B, along with the relative
transformations of the sensors (calibrated). For each sample,
we extract 3D texlets (as discussed in Sect. III-D) from all
8http://caro.sdu.dk/sdu-dataset (we will make it available by the final
submission of this manuscript)
views. Texlets from different views are then combined (in
3D space) using the camera transformations. This allows for
having a rather complete 3D visual representation of objects
(see Fig. 5b).
There is a total of 30 different samples (random poses) for
each object captured under three defined lighting conditions
(see Fig. 2a): ’standard’, ’dark’ and ’bright’ with 10 samples
each. The variation in lightning is created to test the robustness
of the system in light-changing conditions and to study the
impact of the colorimetric calibration. Fig. 3 shows samples
of the different lighting conditions. Objects were selected such
that the set has objects with the same shape and different
appearances and vice versa (see Fig. 8). The reason for this
is to test the use of shape and color both individually and in
combination.
B. Experiment setup
In the following experiments, unless otherwise specified, the
3D texlets from three Kinects (colorimetrically calibrated) are
used. In each experiment, the dataset is divided into training
and test subsets. The test subset is taken from one lighting
condition (10 samples per object) whereas the training subset
is taken from the other two (20 samples per object). The test
set is used to evaluate the system performance in terms of
recognition accuracy, which is defined as the trace mean of
the confusion matrix.
To quantify the robustness of color information associated to
the texlets, the experiment is executed in three different modes.
For each mode, the test subset is taken from a different lighting
condition and the experiment is iterated 5 times where the RF
is differently seeded each time. This results in 15 iterations
from which the average accuracy and the standard deviation
are computed.
Here, we want to point out that a big advantage of our
our approach is that good recognition performance is already
possible with very few object instances stored (see section
IV-D) due to the high degree of pose invariance of the
representation as well as the color normalization procedure.
This allows for a fast teaching of objects by putting them
into the field of view of the camera system and record data
for very few standard poses (e.g., two for a cylindric object
corresponding to standing and lying). This fast teaching is
particularly important in an industrial context.
C. Optimal representation for color and shape
In this section, various experiments have been conducted
to find the best combination of color and shape relations and
to determine histogram and filtering settings. The process has
been performed for color and shape relations separately, such
that they can later be combined in one representation. When-
ever color is involved, the use of the colorimetric calibration
is also evaluated. The results presented in this section address
the following aspects:
Set of relations: Here, we aim at selecting the best set of
relations encoding shape and color, from the ones defined in
Subsect. III-E.
Fig. 8. Multi-view dataset of 100 objects shown in thumbnails. The set contains RGBD and stereo images: 30 samples each object from three camera
views. The data were captured under three lighting conditions. The dataset is available at http://caro.sdu.dk/sdu-dataset (we will make it available by the final
submission of this manuscript).
Histogram binning: To determine the optimal bin size of his-
tograms. For simplicity, the bin size is fixed across dimensions.
Filtering: To determine the value of σ (Gaussian filtering of
histograms) that yields the best recognition.
Relational dimensionality: To determine the construction of
relations into ND histograms, i.e., the best composition of the
feature vector f defined in Subsect. III-E. For instance, three
relations can be arranged in three 1D histograms, two 2D
histograms or one 3D histogram. The optimal color and shape
representations are separately determined by investigating the
above aspects. The overall object representation is then defined
by the combination of the two representations.
Color
Fig. 9. Color histograms binning. The histogram binning of CIELAB color
relations: a, b and L are 1D histograms of the color space components; a-b,
a-L and b-L are 2D histograms; and a-b-L is a 3D histogram.
Fig. 9 shows the classification accuracy over varying
number of bins using different color relations derived from
CIELAB space. Generally, the figure shows that the per-
formance increases to a maximum value before it starts to
decrease again. The decrease is steeper for histograms of
higher dimensions – this is particularly clear for the 3D
histogram. This can be interpreted as a result of data sparsity
in feature space, which is exponentially proportional to the
number of dimensions. Moreover, the higher the number of
bins, the higher the number of features involved in learning
(see Sect. III-F). This makes learning slower and more prone
to over-fitting.
From the figure, we find that the optimal number of bins
is 10, 6 and 4 for 1D, 2D and 3D histograms, respectively.
The number of bins corresponds to a resolution of 10% of the
color space in 1D histograms, 16.7% in 2D histograms and
25% in 3D histograms.
Based on the optiaml bin numbers, we experimented the ef-
fect of filtering under varying values of σ. We found that σ = 1
yields the highest performance. This value of σ corresponds to
5% of the color space in 1D histograms, 8% in 2D histograms
and 12.5% in 3D histograms.
In Fig. 10, the HSV and CIELAB color spaces are compared
in terms of the system classification accuracy when color rela-
tions are used. In this figure, color relations from the different
components binned in ND histograms are shown. The figure
also demonstrates the effect of the colorimetric calibration in
each case. We can observe a significant improvement with
calibration in all cases except for the L component of the
CIELAB and the value component of the HSV. Although
the Kinect sensor automatically performs exposure adjustment
resulting in stabilizing luma components, which L and value
represent, the result shows that luma is not a strong feature
for recognition under changing lighting conditions. The figure
shows that, in all cases, the colorimetric calibration accounts
for smaller standard deviation, i.e., higher stability. It also
shows that CIELAB outperforms HSV as a color space when
color is used for recognition.
In Fig. 11, we show the classification accuracy when the
three components of CIELAB arranged in different dimen-
sionalities: three 1D histograms, two 2D histograms and one
3D histogram, hence it shows all the possible arrangements
in which the three color components can be combined. In
determining the overall color representation, we find that 1D
histograms (1D histograms of L relations, a relations and b
relations) slightly outperform the 2D histograms. Additionally,
Fig. 10. CIELAB Vs HSV. a, b and L are 1D histograms of CIELAB components; a-b, a-L and b-L are 2D histograms; and a-b-L is a 3D histogram. Hue,
Saturation and Value are 1D histograms of HSV components; Hue-Saturation, Hue-Value and Saturation-Value are 2D histograms; and Hue-Saturation-Value
is a 3D histogram.
Fig. 11. Color relation dimensionality. a+b+L is the combined 1D histograms
of CIELAB components; a-b+a-L, a-L+b-L and a-b+b-L are two combined
2D histograms each; and a-b-L is one 3D histogram
the figure also emphasizes the advantage of filtering and the
colorimetric calibration.
Shape
Fig. 12. Shape histograms binning. The histogram binning of the shape
relations: Angle, Distance and NormalDistance are 1D histograms; Angle-
Distance, Angle-NormalDistance and Distance-NormalDistance are 2D his-
tograms; and Angle-Distance-NormalDistance is a 3D histogram.
Similar to color, we first aim at determining the optimal
number of bins for the different shape relations discussed in
Sect. III-E as shown in Fig. 12. We can see the same pattern
occurring: the performance reaches a maximum value before
it starts to decrease and that it has a steeper slope for higher
dimensions. From the figure, we find that the optimal number
of bins is 50 for distance and 19 for angle in 1D histograms,
12 in 2D histograms and 8 in 3D histograms. The number of
bins corresponds to a resolution of 2% of the shape relations
spaces in 1D histograms, 8.3% in 2D histograms and 12.5%
in 3D histograms. Note that the distance ranges from 0 to
300mm and the angle ranges from 0 to 180◦.
Based on the optiaml bin numbers, we experimented the
effect of filtering under varying values of σ. We found that
σ = 0.5 yields the highest performance. This value of σ
corresponds to 1.2% of the shape spaces in 1D histograms,
2.1% in 2D histograms and 3% in 3D histograms.
When the shape relations arranged in different dimension-
alities, we found that the 2D histogram of angle and distance
yields the best performance. Moreoever, as opposed to color,
we found that filtering in shape relations does not achieve
significant improvement.
Combined shape and color
Fig. 13. The optimal representations of color and shape separately and
combined.
Based on the above findings, we show how the system
performs when the optimal color and shape representations are
combined. This is demonstrated in Fig. 13 and also compared
with the separate representations of color and shape. The figure
shows that a classification accuracy of 94% is achieved, which
is significantly higher than 81% for shape alone and 74% for
color alone. We can also see that the colorimetric calibration
contributes with improving the accuracy as well as the stability
(i.e., smaller standard deviation).
D. Performance depending of number of views and samples
In this experiment, we show the system performance while
increasing the number of training samples. For each experi-
ment, the number of samples per class is fixed to 10 samples
in the test subset and changed from 1 to 20 in the training
subset. Fig. 14 shows three learning curves for three cases:
three views, two views and one view. Note that, in contrary to
previous experiments, for both subsets, the samples are ran-
domly selected across all lighting conditions. This explains the
slightly higher performance for three views with 20 samples
per class in training (96% compared with 94% as in Fig. 13).
The figure highlights important features of the our system.
First, the learning efficiency by which high performance is
achieved with a few training samples. We can observe that with
already 1 sample per class we get 60 % and above 90 % with
5 samples. Secondly, the figure shows the advantage of having
multiple views. This is evident in terms of performance (about
17% improvement compared with one view, 5% compared
with two views). It is also evident by obtaining faster learning
with more views, i.e., less number of samples is needed to
reach the ’steady-state’ of accuracy (it is about 18, 15 and 10
for one, two and three views respectively).
Fig. 14. Learning curve for object instance recognition. Three cases are
compared depending on the number of camera views: singe view, two views
and three views.
E. Kinect vs stereo cameras
Figure Fig. 15 shows the classification accuracy of the
system when the stereo cameras are used compared with the
Kinect sensors. The figure shows that the system performed
significantly better with Kinect data (26% higher) on our
dataset. Contrary to Kinect data extraction, dense stereo algo-
rithms generally fails on non-textured objects. Having many
objects in the dataset that fall in this category explains the
Fig. 15. System performance on stereo versus Kinect data.
lower performance of the stereo data. Non-textured objects
are widely available especially in industrial platforms and that
limits the reliability of the stereo sensory data.
F. Misclassification analysis
The maximum classification accuracy the system reaches
is 96% (Fig. 14). In Fig. 16, the 3 objects with the lowest
classification accuracy are presented together with their top
confusing objects. The figure is derived from the average
confusion matrices computed within the same experiment
discussed in subsection IV-D.
The confused objects, as shown in the figure, are very
similar in shape or color. The two objects on the left and
the center are confused with objects that have the same shape,
which suggests that the system fails to detect differences in
their color representations. The object on the right is confused
with an object with the same color and a only slightly different
shape. Given that the two objects are relatively small, such
geometric differences are beyond the limit of the sensor
(Kinect in this case) to extract any distinctive 3D information.
The system accuracy discussed above considers only the RF
top prediction, i.e., the prediction with the highest confidence
(or the majority of tree votes). If we allows for predictions
of confidence values that are above a certain threshold, we
will obtain, instead of single prediction, a list of recognition
candidates per test instance. In order to find the accuracy limit
the system can reach by possibly including a process capable
of finding the correct prediction from this list. To do this, a
test instance is considered correctly recognized if it is in the
list. The confidence threshold is set to 25% allowing for a
maximum of 4 candidates. By applying the same settings as
in Subsect. IV-D, we reach an average accuracy of 99.76%
with a standard deviation of 6×10−3.
V. APPLICATION FOR POSE ESTIMATION
We have tested our system in the more application-oriented
scenario of free-form recognition and full 6D pose estimation.
In this application, we assume a typical tabletop setting where
multiple objects are observed in a scene (see Fig. 18). The
task is to perform instance recognition and pose estimation
of all objects present for further processing, e.g. robotic
manipulation. To facilitate the use of our representation in
the recognition process, we assume spatial separability of the
objects, which allows us to preprocess and segment the scene
Fig. 16. The three least classified objects and the objects they are confused
with. Note that the objects on the left have different color (top: dark gray,
below: dark green). The thumbnails are resized for better visualization and
they don’t necessarily reflect their actual relative sizes.
(see Subsect. III-A) and then recognize all the clusters. Note
that such a separation is straightforward to achieve in an
industrial setting, by, e.g., any feeders.
Our algorithm for recognition and pose estimation works as
follows:
1) Cluster recognition: the RF classifier is now run on
each of the clusters separately. If the classifier returns
a prediction confidence below 0.25 for a cluster, the
cluster is rejected as an unknown object.
2) Nearest training instance search: the RF classifier is
designed in such a way that it generalizes over the
training instances for identification of an object in novel
views. The RF output of a cluster is thus the ID of
the object producing the highest prediction confidence.
For pose estimation, however, we wish to perform a 3D
alignment between the identified object and the scene
cluster. To this end, we do a search for the concrete
three view training instance of the object showing the
highest degree of similarity with the cluster and use this
model to compute the relative pose. This information is
not available in the RF output, so we perform a linear
search within the training set for the nearest matching
view using the global histogram descriptors.
3) Pose estimation: the recognized object is now aligned
with the scene cluster using the identified training in-
stance. Here we use an optimized RANSAC-based algo-
rithm presented in our prior work [34]. This algorithm
injects a prerejection step to quickly discard samples
that are unlikely to produce a correct alignment, making
the search for the pose much faster. The best pose is
determined by the number supporting inliers, given by
the number of aligned object points that lie within 5
mm of the nearest scene point. The output pose of
the RANSAC algorithm is finally refined using the ICP
algorithm [35] to get a more accurate pose.
The above procedure is repeated for all clusters in the scene for
which the RF classifier returns a high enough confidence. A
block diagram is shown in Fig. 17 and the procedure is used
as a direct addition to the recognition procedure in Fig. 2.
The whole pose estimation process for each object, including
pose refinement, takes on average less than 500 ms, due to the
prerejective nature of the modified RANSAC algorithm.
In Fig. 18, we show pose estimation results for several
different scenes of varying difficulty. During these tests, we
experienced a very high amount of accuracy, as long as the
objects were clearly visible in the scene
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented an object instance recognition system for an
industrial work-cell with multiple vision sensors. Our system
represents objects with viewpoint invariant 3D shape features
as well as robust color features. The system was evaluated on a
dataset of 100 objects recorded under three lighting conditions.
The results show that our system is able to achieve high
performance (in terms of classification accuracy) with a few
training samples. The results also shows that the system
performance using multi-view representation of objects, i.e.,
combined representations of multiple cameras, is significantly
higher compared to single view. Regarding color encoding,
the result shows that color normalization, which aims at com-
pensating for variation in lighting, enhances the performance.
Therefore, the use of multi-view object representation for
shape combined with applying color normalization is crucial
for a reliable recognition system operating in this set-up.
This high reliability allows for using the system to trigger
other processes such as pose estimation, which we have also
demonstrated in several complex scenes.
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